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Abstract. We generalize several methods for obtaining lower bounds for the complexity of 
polynomials, uch as those based on substitution, transcendence d gree or algebraic geometric 
degree, to the approximative model. 
1. Introduction 
Let k be a field and let x l , .  •.,  x~ be indeterminates over k: Given f l , . . .  ,fs ~ k(x), 
let L( f t , . . .  ,f~) be the minimal number of nonscalar multiplications and divisions 
that is sufficient o compute f l , . . . , f~ from x l , . . . ,  Xn allowing additions, subtrac- 
tions and multiplications by arbitrary scalars from k for free. L(fa, . . .  ,f~) is called 
the (n0nscalar) complexity of f~,. . . , fs .  
Let e be an additional indeterminate over k, K = k(~). I f  P, Q ~ k(x)[e], let be 
v( P) = max{j: e~]P}, u( P/ Q) = ~,( P) - r,( Q) ( u is a discrete valuation of K (x) ). We 
define the approximative complexity _L(f~,..., f~) of f~, . . . ,  f~ in the following way: 
¢:~3gl, •• •, g ,e  K(x) 
n 
Vp~r3up,  voEK+ Y'. Kx~+ Z Kg,:gp=u*/vp, 
i - -1 ¢<p 
r 
Vcr<~s 3F=~K + ~ Kxi+ Y~ Kgp: l,(F~)>>-O,F~(e=O)=f=. 
i= l  p=l  
So an approximative algorithm for f~ , . . .  ,f~ computes power series F~ (in the 
indeterminate e) with constant term f~. 
Note: (1) The multiplication and division by e is free. 
(2) Possibly, v(gp)<0; therefore, an approximative computation will not be 
defined for e = 0 in general. 
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(3) If we work over the complex numbers and substitute a small number for e, 
F~ approximates f~,. 
(4) Every exact algorithm is an approximate one. 
In this work we shall investigate which ones of a number of known methods for 
obtaining lower bounds for the complexity also work for the approximative com- 
plexity. Our results extend and unify previous work by Bini [3] and by Nozaki [6]. 
2. The substitution method 
In the approximative model, the substitution method [7, 12, 9] does not apply 
without change. For example, Pan [7] showed by substitution L(a,,x" +.  • • + ao) >1 n 
(ao , . . . ,  a,,  x are indeterminates over k), but in [3], Bini gives an approximative 
algorithm which computes a~"  +.  • • + ao with [½n ] + 2 nonscalar operations. In 
Pan's proof the indeterminates are separated in ao , . . . ,  a,, which may be substituted, 
and in x, which cannot be substituted. This separation isimpossible in the approxima- 
tire concept. But all lower bounds .for the exact complexity, proved by substitution 
without separation of the indeterminates, are transferable to the approximative 
complexity. In this section, let k be an infinite field. A subset of k" is called dense 
if it is not contained in the set of zeros of a nonvanishing polynomial. 
Theorem 2.1. Let f l , . . .  ,f~ ~ k(x) ,  _L( f l , . . .  ,f~) <<- r <~ n. Then there is a dense subset 
Gck"  and, for  any (A~, . . . ,A , )~ (3, a matrix ( 'yo)~k "×("-r) with maximal  rank 
such that the rational functions (in the indeterminates y l , . . . ,  y ,_ , )  
) fo .= "yl.yj'at'Al,..., ~ YnjYj-k-An , l<~tr<<-s, 
. /= j= l  
are defined and linear. 
Proof. We shall prove the theorem by induction on r: I f  _L(fl , . . .  , f~)=0, put 
G = k", Y0 = 60, 1 <~ i <~ n, 1 ~<j ~< n - r (in particular, this shows the case r = 0). If 
L ( f~, . . .  ,fs) > O, there exist F1 , . . . ,  Fs, g~, . . . ,  g, ~ K(x )  with 
n 
gp = u*p/ vp, up, vp ~ K + ~, K.x, + ~, Kg~., 
i= l  1"<,o 
n 
F I , . . . , F~K+ ~, Kx ,+ ~, Kgp, 
i~ l  p~r  
= 0)  
W.l.o.g., gl is not linear. Let 
n 
v~ = ~ c~ + c, Ci, CE K .  
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We choose 1 ~< l~ < n such that Vi: v(c~)>~ v(ct) and define for A ~ k the substitution 
~bx by 
=-  - -  xi + h, dpx (xi) = xi i f  i # l. 
i# i  Cl 
A rational function lies in the domain of ~bx iff the (reduced) denominator (as 
polynomial in x~) does not vanish at ~bx (x~), which is the case for almost all )t ~ k. 
Therefore, for almost all A ~ k, ga, ua, v~, v~ ~ lies in the domain of ~bx and 
d~x(go)=$x(up)* /dpx(vp) ,  2<~p~r ,  
¢~(uD.C ,~(v~)~K+ Z Icx,+ Z K¢~(g . ) .  
i# l  2<~'<p 
e~(F~)~K+ Z Kx~+ Z K¢,(g,) 
i:#i 2~p~r  
(note: dPA (g l )  = dp~ (uO* /  ( c + A ) ~ K + ~i~, t Kxi ) .  Let 
(~ i~P~ie i ) / (~ i~=~Qo~ei ) ,  Po~, Q . i¢k [x ] .  We can 
P,,o/ Q,,o. The 
dpx ( Q,,.o)( e = O) = Q,,o( Xl , . . . 
\ 
3" ,=- (c , / c , ) (~=o) ,  F , ,= 
assume Q~o # O, i.e. f~, = 
do not vanish for almost all A~/c For such A (since v(dp~(xj))>~O implies 
v(d~(P~))>~O,  v($~(Qo~)) >~0), we have 
6~(F~)(, = 0) -  e,  (P.o) 
e,(Q~o) 
(~ =o) = ,~(L)(e =o) 
= f , , (x , ,  . . . , X,_l, X 3",x, + x, x,+,, . . . , x , ) .  
i# l  
Until now we have proved that there exist y~, . . . ,  Yz-~, Tt+~,-.., 3', and H c k 
dense such that for a e H 
h,~=L(x l , . . . , x~_~,  Y y . ,x ,+, ,x ,+, , . . . , x , )  
i# l  
are defined and _L(hl , . . . ,  hs) <~ r -  1. 
By the induction hypothesis for A ~ H, there exists Gx c k ~-1 dense, and for any 
(A~,. . . ,  A,-1) ¢ G, a matrix (y~) E k (~-1)×~"-~) with rank n - r, such that 
Tf fy j  + A1 ,  ~, ' • . . , Tn - I , j Y j  + An-1 
Xj~n- r  j~n- - r  
are defined and linear. Let d~ be the reduced denominator of f~, 
q~ = d~(x l , . . . ,  x1-1, ~ y-,xi+X, x i+1, . . . ,  x,) 
i# l  
, xl-1, i,,i ~ 3'~i + A, x l+ l , . . . ,  x , )  
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(in general, q~ is not the reduced denominator of h,~). Now, 
i<l x j 
) ) + ~ Yi ToYJ +h i -1  +A,  ~ ' • • • ,  T - -L jY j  + An-1  , 
i>l j j 
(1) 
provided that the right-hand side is defined, which is equivalent to 
) ybyj+x , ,2 ' • . • Y . -~ ,y j  + A._I ~ O. 
-~  j 1 j 
(2) 
Let G~ be the set of all (h i , . . . ,  A,_~)e Ga satisfying (2) for 1 ~< try< s (and with it, 
(1) too). Let m,, be the coefficient of a nonvanishing monomial of the left-hand side 
of (2). If we think of m~ as a polynomial in A 1, - - •, ;t,_~, we have I-I,, m~( G~ \ G~) = 0. 
So, since G~ ~ k "-1 is dense, G~, must be dense, too. Now we define 
G = X~H { ( A I " " " A") ~ kn " ( A I ' " " At-I ' At+ I ' " " " A") ~ G'x' At = ~i#, T'A' + A }" 
f T,~ if i < l, 
Y0 = ~ Y[-1,j if i > I, 
t q_ t | E Y#Y#j E i f /=/  l~,<1 ~>1%,%,-1,j 
(note that we define (Yo) for every A c H and thus for every _A e G). It is easy to 
see that Gc  k" is dense and that rank(yo)= n- r .  [] 
Corollary 2.2. _/-,(xl - . . .  • x , )  = n - 1. 
Corollary 2.3. L(1 /x~ +.  • • + 1 /x . )  = n. 
Corollary 2.4. I f  f~ = 1/x~, f+~ = 1/(Xi+l+f),  then _L( f , )= n. 
Corollary 2.5. Let char(k) ~ 2, f = ~,1~j~,  aoxixj,  a# ~ k, and  let p be the d imens ion  
o f  a max imal  nullspace o f f ,  then, _L(f) = n -p .  
The proofs are the same as in [9]. 
3. The transcendence degree bound 
In this sect ion we shall replace the indeterminates x~, . . . , x~ by a~, . . . ,  a , ,  
x l , . . . ,  Xm. For p~, . . . ,  Ps ~ k (a ) [x ] ,  let T~(p l , . . . ,  Ps) be the transcencence degree 
over k o f  the set o f  the coefficients o f  p~, . . . ,  Ps. 
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Theorem 3.1. For 1 <~ cr <~ s let 
f,, = P~ +/z~, p~,q~ek(a) [x ] ,  /z~ e k(a),  
q~ 
with reduced p,, and  q~. Assume that fo r  every or there exists j e N ~ such that the j - th 
coe~cient  o f  q~ is one and  that o f  p,, is zero; then, 
L (A  , . . . ,f~) >~ ½ rk(p~, q~, . . . , p , ,  qs). 
The same theorem for L instead of _L is well known (it goes back to Motzkin [5], 
Belaga [2], Reingold and Stocks [8]). The proof goes in two steps: first, prove by 
L-induction that there exist g,~, h,,.~ k (a ) [x ] ,  8o .~k(a)  with f~=g,, . /ho.+8,~,  
Tk(g l ,  h~, . . . , g,, h~)~2L( f~, . . .  ,f~); 
then, prove 
Tk(P l ,  q l ,  . . . , P~, q~)<~ Tk(gl, h~, . . . ,g~,  h~). 
Proof. Let F1 , . . . , Fs~K(a ,x )  with ~,(F~)~>0, F~(e=O)=f~ (l<~tr~<s) and 
LK(~,x ) (F1 , . . . ,  F~) = _L ( f l , . . .  ,f~) (by LK(~,x ) (F1 , . . . ,  Fs) we mean the complexity 
of F I , . . . ,  Fs, where the multiplication with scalars not only from k but also from 
K is free). There exist ~ ,  ~ K(a) [x ]  relatively prime such that F~=~/~o. 
W.l.o.g., v(~, )=v(~)=v(F~)=O.  So there must be an i~  m such that 
v(coeffi(v~)) = 0. The polynomials 
A ~l  A 
v~ = (coef f~(v~, ) )  • v~,, 
X~ = (coef f~(~, , , ) )  coe f f~(u~)  
are reduced and 
coeli~(v~,) = I, coeli,(u~,) = O, 
^ --1 u~ = (coef f , (v~) )  • ¢ , -x :~,  
u~ 
F~, =- -+A~.  
v~ 
The theorem for the exact complexity proves 
LKf,,,,.)( F, ,  . . . , F~) >~ ½ TK(  Ul, ~)l , * " " , Us ,  Vs ) "  
We put g,, = u,,(e = 0), h~ = v¢(e = 0), 8,, = A~(e = 0) (note v(v~) = 0, v(u,,)  >~ O, 
v(A~) I>0); then, f~ = g~/h~+ 8,,. If c~, . . . ,  ct ~ K(a )  are algebraic dependent over 
K and if c[ = ci(e = 0) are defined, then c l , . . . ,  c't are algebraic dependent over k: 
Therefore, 
Tr (U l ,  v l , . . . ,  u~,v~) >~ Tk(gl, h i , . . . ,  gs, hs), 
SO 
L( f~, . . .  ,f~)I> ½ Tk(gl ,  h l , .  . . ,  gs, hs). (3) 
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The second part of the proof is the same as in the theorem for the exact complexity: 
we put 
Then,  
p~=p,,,+(iz,~-8o.)q,,., n~ = deg/~, m~ = deg q,~. 
- gcd(p~, q,) = 1, 
q~ h~' 
so the coefficients of if`` and q,r are the solutions of the system of inhomogeneous 
linear equations 
h,,/~,, - gox/~ = 0, coeffj(q``) = 1. 
Given that deg/~ < n``, deg q~<~ m~, the solution is unique, and therefore, the 
coefficients ofj6~ and q`` are rational in the coefficients of g,, and h`` (Cramer's rule), 
SO 
Tk(g~, h i , . . . ,  g,, hs) >I rg(p l ,  ql, • • •,/~s, qs). (4) 
Since coeff~(/~,,)=/~- 8,,,we have p~ = p~-coeffj(/~``)q``, and therefore, 
Tk(pl ,  q l , . . . ,ps ,  qs )~ Tt,(p~, q l , . . . ,ps ,  q~). 
Together with (3) and (4), this proves the theorem. [] 
Corollary 3.2. ½n <~ _L( a,,x" + . .  • + ao) <- [½n ] + 2. 
The lower bound is clear (it has already been proved in Nozaki [6]). For the 
upper bound Bird [3] gives the following algorithm: Since 
( ca2 + x) • ( ea 1 + x2) = x3 + e ( a2x 2 + a lx ) + e 2 a l a2, 
we can approximatively evaluate the quadratic polynomial a2x2-{ - a lX  by one count- 
ing multiplication, provided that we already have computed x2 and x 3. Then, the 
upper bound follows from the equation (for n even) 
/1 
Z a,x '= ( . . .  ( (a .x2+a, ,_ ,x+a, ,_2)x  2 
i.~-O 
-t- an_3 X d- an_4)X  2 +"  • " d- a2)X 2 d- a lx  + ao.  
The proofs of the Corollaries 3.3-3.5 are clear. 
Corollary 3.3 
Corollary 3.4 
~ <  a.x ~ b.,x ~ ~< + 
2 i i 
+3. 
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Corollary 3.5 
n+m-1 
2 
+4. 
Corollary 3.6 
<~ a~y~xj , i = l ,  . . . , m <~ re+l).  
2 1 j=  
The following computation yields the upper bound: 
xzi_ lx2 i j= l , . . . ,  [½n] 
( ea~,2s - 1 -Jr- x2j) ( eai,2j + x2j _ 1 ) 
= X2j_IX2j "~ e(ai,2j_lX2j_l + a/,2jx2j) + e2ai,2j-lai, zj, 
j 
(Bini gives the better esult in [3]: 
-n(m+l)~<L a~s, i= l , . . . ,m <~ re+l).  
2 s 
m iCorollary 3.7. I f  pi = ~j=o a~yx~ f l  =P l ,  f+ l  =P,+1 + l / f ,  then 
1(  ~ mi JFn - l )  ~L( fn )~ ~ [? ]  i=l ,=1 
Proof of the lower bound: Letf. = Un/U._ 1 with reduced u. ,  U._ 1 E k (a ) [x ] ;  further, 
there is a coefficient of u.-1 being one. 
Applying Euclid's algorithm we get the continued fraction off . :  
[1 n ~-- pnUn_l "~ Idn_2, 
Un--1 "~ Pn--1Un--2 "~- Un--3 ,
Ul = PlUO-,  
From Tk(Ui, ui-~)>I Tk(p i ,  uH,  ui-2) it follows by induction that Tk(U. ,  U.-a) 
Tk(p~,  . . . , p , ) .  
4. The degree method 
In this section, let k be algebraically closed. The rational functions f~, . . .  ,f~ 
k(xl,..., x,) define a partial map 
~b :k" --~-k ~, ~:~-* (f~(~)),~. 
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graph(~b)=k "+s is an irreducible n-dimensional (locally closed) variety. Let 
deg( f~, . . .  ,f~) be the degree of graph(~b), i.e., the typical number of points in the 
intersection of graph(~b) and an s-dimensional affine subspace of k "+~. The degree 
bound [10] 
L( f l , . . .  ,fs) ~> log2 deg( f~, . . .  ,f~) 
holds for the approximative complexity, too. 
Theorem 4.1. L ( f~, . . .  ,f~) I> log2 deg( f t , . . .  ,f~). 
For the proof, we need the following well-known lemma (see, for example, [ 11]). 
Lemma 4.2. Let Wck  N x k be an irreducible locally closed variety of  dimension + 1, 
V c k a nonempty open subset such that for all A ~ V we have that Wx = W n (k N x {A }) 
is nonempty and irreducible. Then, the function 
V->N, A ~--> deg Wx 
is Zariski lower semicontinuous (i.e., it takes its maximum value on all but finitely 
many points). 
Proof (Heintz [4]). We define the morphism 
dp:k~×Nx W->km×Nxk"xk ,  
((ao)i ,~j~N , (X, h ))~-->((ao)i~j~N, V, A ) 
with 
N 
v,= Y. a~j,  l~ i<-n .  (5) 
j=l 
We can interpret the fibre (~--l((aff)i~n,j~N, V, A) as the set of the points of the 
intersection of the linear space defined by (5) and W~. For A e V we have dim W~ = n, 
therefore, there exists a linear space (5) intersecting W~ in finite many points, so ~b 
has a finite fibre. The theorem on the dimension of fibres tells us that 
dim Im ~b = dim(k"×N x W)= nN+n+l ,  
so 4, is dominant. Let g be the degree of separability of the field extension 
k(k  "×N x k n x k) c k (k  n×N x W), then, by [4, Proposition 1], it follows that 
(i) #4~-l((%)i,~,,,j~N, V, A) <~ g or infinite, 
(ii) there exists a Uc  k "×N x k ~ x k, nonempty and open, such that the equality 
holds in (i) foi ((ag)i,~,,,.i~N, V A)e U. 
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For A ~ V with Uc~ (k "×N x k" x {A}) # O, the typical number of points in the 
intersection of Wa and a linear space of codimention is g, for the other A ~ V, 
smaller than or equal to g. [] 
Proof  of  Theorem 4.1. Let L( f~, . . . , f~)=r.  Then there exist gp=u*/vp(up,  
n " ' '9  ,.jr. n v~K+~, i=~Kx i+~, ,<,Kgp)  and F1, F~K Y~i=~/Ex~+Y.~=lKgp such that 
v(F~) = O, F=(e = O) =f~ (1 ~< tr ~< s). Let W be the graph of the partial map k"+l--~k ~ 
defined by F~(x, e ) , . . . ,  F,(x~ e). 
V = {A ~ k : VtrF~(x, A) is defined} c k is open, nonempty and, for A ~ V, Wx = Wn 
{e = A} is an irreducible locally closed variety. According to Lemma 4.2 the map 
A ~-, deg W~ is lower semicontinuous. Let us choose a A ~ V such that, for all p <~ r, 
gp(e = A), up(e = A), 1)p(E ----- A), 1Jpl(e = A) are defined (this is true for almost all A) 
and deg W~ is maximal (because A~->deg W~ is lower semicontinuous, this is true 
for almost all A, too). Then, 
L(A , . . .  ,A) = r>-- L(V,(x, Fs(x, 
>~log2 deg(Fl(x, A) , . . . ,  Fs(x, A)) (by the degree bound) 
= 1og2 deg Wx I> log2 deg Wo = log2 deg(fx,.. .  ,f~). [] 
Corollary 4.3. I f  o'a , . . . , tT, are the elementary symmetric functions in n indeterminates, 
then 
n(log2 n -2 )<~ _L(o-a,... , on)<~ n log2 n. 
n 1 Corollary 4.4. (char(k) = O) Let S 1 ~" Z i= l  Xi be the power sums; then, 
n(log2 n-2)<~_L(sl , . . . ,  s )<~ n log2 n+6n.  
For the proofs, see [10]. 
Baur and Strassen [1] proved that, fo r fe  k(x), 
L(f, 8f  ~if) ~3L( f ) .  
Bx l ' ' ' "Bx .  
Together with the degree method, this inequality ields good lower bounds for the 
complexity of single power sums, single elementary symmetric functions, the resul- 
tant and the discriminant as root functions. The inequality and its corollaries hold 
for the approximative complexity, too, as is shown in the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.5. 
_+, 
8Xl' " " " ~"~x. / 
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Proof. Let F ~ K(x )  with v(F) >i O, F(e = O) =f ,  and LKoo(F ) = L( f ) .  We can inter- 
pret F as a power series in e, so 
~x, (e = O) - 8x," 
Thus, 
( ( f ,  , . . . .  
8x~ ' ~x.  
[] 
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